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‘Tis the season ….. and lots of safety hazards you need to consider now
to keep your workplace, and your employees, safe and healthy. Here are
our top 3 issues to consider and talking points for your next staff
meeting! From a health and safety perspective, it’s worth considering
how these issues affect workers on the floor, on site, on the road or at
home.
#1 FATIGUE: As the end-of-the-year nears, and deadlines loom, the
added stress of the holidays can take a toll on your employees. Out-oftown guests, entertaining, shopping, planning, etc. These distractions,
all on top of a normal work week, can wreck havoc on alertness, focus,
and pace. Awareness is the key. By communicating to your teams about
the importance of self-awareness will remind people that they need to
find balance and rest when needed. FATIGUE can have an impact on
errors, both in the office and in the warehouse ranging from bad
business decisions, financial errors, or worse: workplace injuries. Fatigue
is a complex issue that lacks a single easy solution, it might be a good
idea to consider longer breaks or alter work schedules to help
compensate for seasonal fatigue.
#2 SAFE DECORATING: It is best to assign a team or leader to be in
charge of office decorating. When one or a few people are responsible
for the process, they will likely be more cognizant of hazards to look for
and practicing good safety procedures. Be sure that all electrical items
are certified by a nationally recognized independent testing lab.
Inspect all lights, decorations and extension cords for damage before
using. Avoid overloading electrical outlets with
too many decorations or electrical devices –
they can overheat and cause a fire. Never try to
make a three-prong plug fit into a two-prong
outlet. Turn off all indoor and outdoor electrical
decorations before leaving.
For more on Fire Safety:
https://www.ehs.washington.edu/fire-life/fire-safety-and-prevention
#3 FOOD & ALCOHOL: Planning an office holiday party or potluck?
Keep in mind these cardinal rules:
~ If you are serving alcohol your safest bet is to provide/pay for
transportation for your employees. The other alternative is to ‘reward’
certain employees who chose to abstain to be designated drivers to get
everyone home safely.
~Keep hot food hot and cold food cold. USDA notes that hot foods
should be 140° F. Use chafing dishes or slow cookers to help keep hot
foods at safe temperatures. Cold foods should be 40° F or colder.

